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 Local board

 Caught Director embezzling

 Board did not want to press charges

 Back taxes owed to IRS

 Directors liable

 Community grant eliminated liability along with negotiations with the IRS
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Before you fully commit, do some homeworkBefore you fully commit, do some homework

 Ask to see current financials and most recent audit
 Inquire if they have Directors and Officers insurance
 Meet with a current director and ask about financial  

challenges and opportunities
 Unofficially ask your friends and colleagues what they know 

about the organization
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ExpectationsExpectations

“Board members must understand that, as fiduciaries, they 
have a legal obligation to review the organization’s finances 
at least quarterly to make sure that its funds are being 
managed soundly and with integrity. 

The staff must provide the board with informative, accessible 
financial reports that compare actual to projected 
expenditures and income.”   

(Source: Susan Gross, The Seven Turning Points)
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(a.k.a. what good directors do)
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 Go to meetings and go prepared 
 Ask questions: silence is not innocence
 Read the financials carefully  (I know this group does)

 Get an outside audit and a management letter each year
 Make sure the organization carries D&O insurance 

(Source: Peter Brinckerhoff, Non-profit Stewardship)
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Audit Committee: good idea/best practice/CYAAudit Committee: good idea/best practice/CYA

“In the case of tax-exempt organizations, the establishment of a 
board audit committee is more the exception than the rule. But 
non-profits should establish such committees and find one or two 
directors with the financial acumen to lead them. Audit 
committees are especially important for non-profits, which are 
not subject to the same kind of external oversight of their 
financial reporting as businesses whose shares are publicly 
traded.” 

(Source: Paul Firstenberg, The 21st Century Non-profit; Managing in the age of governance)
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No one wants to experience the           momentNo one wants to experience the           moment



It happens in our industry, tooIt happens in our industry, too



Things to ask about and 
look for in the boardroom
Things to ask about and 

look for in the boardroom

Does the organization have policies addressing whistle blowing, 
conflicts of interest, and fraud? If not, why not?

Look for a clearly supported separation of duties between the 
CEO and CFO or accountant. 
 Is the CFO allowed to speak independently to the board?

Does the organization have a crisis plan?
 Who are the primary and secondary spokespeople?
 What is the role of legal counsel in your crisis plan? They should be in it.
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